GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/06/2019

HIGHLIGHT

40 YEARS OF “GRAN FESTA”

“Gran Festa da d’Istà” involves more than 250 voulonteers who belong to the
“Croce Bianca” and to the volunteer fire department of Canazei.

Today in the valley
HOW TO MAKE THE BUTTER

STRÈDA DE PENT DA SERA - CAMPITELLO AT 3.30 P.M.
Demonstration of the butter making with cheese tasting by the local
seat of the "Mèlga de Fascia".

"RESTI?" THROUGH THE BOOKS

TOWN COUNCIL MEETING ROOM - CANAZEI AT 9 P.M.
Presentation of "Resti?", latest book of Riccardo Bertoli, organised by
the local library.

CHOIRS FESTIVAL

SAINTS PIETRO AND PAOLO CHURCH - SORAGA AT 9.15 P.M.
Rich concert with the performances of the choirs: "Lagorai" from
Valsugana, "Fodom" from Livinallongo and the local "Nosc".

The “Gran Festa da d’Istà” reaches an important age. It has been calling
to Canazei the Ladins of the Dolomites – and not only them - for fourty
years to conclude summer in the best way possible. After yesterday
opening, a rapid increase of entertainment, traditional food and music
goes on from today to Sunday. Tonight, the pavilion in Strèda de Pareda,
which has been built for the feast, will host the exhibition of the
“Oberkrainer Power” from 8.30 p.m. Tomorrow, instead, the fun begins at
lunchtime with the “Bodensee Quintett” (at 11 a.m. and at 7 p.m.) and
with the “Mürztaler” from 8.30 p.m. On Sunday, it’s time for the great
parade (at 3 p.m.) through the streets of the village: the Ladins from
Fassa and from the neighbouring valleys march in their most beautiful
costumes. The music will also be there, from morning till night, with “Die
Goldrieder” (at 11 a.m. and at 5 p.m.) and with “Oberkramer Kameraden”
(from 7 p.m.).

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO SAN PELLEGRINO PASS TO FUCIADE
REFUGE
The state street n. 346 connects the town of Moena to San
Pellegrino Pass (1.919 m). Descend for some 200 metres on the
other side of the mountain Pass and after an overpass, turn left into
the road ascending towards Hotel Miralago, where you have to
leave your car. You can also park in the broad parking area on you
right, before the overpass. From Miralago starts an easy dirt road,
mostly flat, which brings you to the beautiful hollow of Fuciade, an
extraordinary limestone Amphitheatre surroundedby imposing
mountains, whose Ladin names are L’Om, Jigolè, Sas de Valfreida.
The place is also particularly interesting from the botanic point of
view, due to the presence of many plants and flowers, some of
which are one-of-a-kind. The itinerary ends at Fuchiade Hut (1.972
m; 1 h). Take the same route to go back.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 7TH AT 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

SELLARONDA GRAVITY

GRAVITY MTB TOUR WITH THE GUIDE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK
POINT (TOUR AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 9TH AT 9 A.M. - MOENA

LIFE IN THE TRENCH

GUIDED EXCURSION THROUGH THE MILITARY POSTS OF THE GREAT
WAR. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Several houses in Fassa, in the past, would be decorated with
frescos representing Saints. But, while the paintings situated inside
the churches refer to their miracles and model lives, those painted
on the houses do not teach anything. These represents saints
interacting with God that can be evoked in case of need. Devotional
processes are similar to ex voto, insomuch that the owner chooses
either his namesake saint or that to whom the nearest church is
dedicated, in order to reaffirm the devotion and the fame of the
saint in the local community.

SEPTEMBER 7TH FROM 4 P.M. - 10 P.M. - CAMPITELLO

VERTICAL GYM

NICE STRUCTURES THAT ALLOWS PEOPLE TO APPROACH TO SPORT
CLIMBING. INFO: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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